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Summary
Software-Defined Networks (SDNs) is among the most recent advances of networks. SDNs use a controller device to manage the network switches. The management action includes adding or removing packet-management rules on action tables of switches. This paper introduces a high-level object-oriented network programming language, called ObjNet, to enable coding efficient, yet simple, procedures run by controller to control switches. ObjNet is object-oriented, clearly-organized, and expressive. The paper also presents a novel static semantics to ObjNet.
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1. Introduction
A network is a set of devices linked to swap data. Switches, routers, and firewalls are among these devices. Switches do the job of forwarding packets according to MAC addresses. Routers direct packets using IP addresses. Firewalls filter forbidden packets. The network devices are linked via a model that efficiently enables directing, storing, dropping, tagging, and collecting statistics about packets status in the network. Certain network devices, such as routers [21, 16], do critical jobs as they control the network. This allows routers to calculate and specify directions of packets in the network. Surely distinct networks have distinct properties and functions.

Software-Defined Networks (SDNs) [10] are networks built via the controller-switch technique. A specific execution of this style is OpenFlow [2] useful to do different network-wide functions like balancing switch load, monitoring data flow, network management, managing devices usage, reporting service problems, host movement, and moving data stores. Hence SDNs led to existence of network programming languages [18, 19, 17, 11].

The Open Networking Foundation [33], presented in 2011 the idea of withdrawing the control managed by distinct network devices and rather adding, a new general-purpose device, controller, to manage distinct network devices and questioning packets moving in the network. The effect of this simple change is very wide; huge networks do not include complex, special-purpose, and expensive switches today. In these networks, simple programmable switches are used and programmed to optimize and configure networks. This is done by producing programs [20] executed on controllers.

This paper introduces ObjNet, an object-oriented network high-level programming language. ObjNet enables classes for controllers to manage other network devices like switches. ObjNet has an organized and simply-structured structure built on classical concepts of object-oriented coding that enables establishing rich and strong network function in a modern way. ObjNet is considered as a generalization of Frenetic [24], a network programming language of the functional type. This is obvious by the idea that the main body of codes in ObjNet and Frenetic is a query output in the shape of a sequence of data such as switches IDs, packets, etc. Statements for managing packets in ObjNet can install and establish (inserting to management laws of switches) switch laws. ObjNet enables writing simple codes to achieve complex dynamic jobs such as verification and load balancing. ObjNet codes may also resolve data and historical patterns of traffic.

Motivation
The motivation of this paper is to provide a simple structure for an object-oriented network programming language. Also another motivation is to provide a precise semantics for the proposed language model. Such semantics is rarely presented for related existing languages.

Contributions
Contributions of the current paper are the following.
2. A precise semantics (in the form of states and explanations) for ObjNet programs.

Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as following. Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 introduces the structure of ObjNet. A simple semantics to ObjNet constructs is given in Section 4.
2. Related Work

Work most related to that presented in the current paper is reviewed in this section [3,5,8,15,20,28]. NOX [14] which is based on [13] and 4D [12] is among early attempts to design software-defined networking (SDN). Frenetic [32, 33] is a common programming language for networks which has two main parts. The first part is a group of constructors that are kernel-level. The constructors' objective is to develop and direct streams of network packets. These constructors also are built on ideas of declarative database query-languages and functional programming (FP).

Moreover the constructors are basic for a race-free semantics, a modular design, a cost control, a declarative design, and a single tier programming. The other part of Frenetic is a dynamic platform. This platform enables all of the functionalities of removing and adding rules of the low-level type to and from action logs of routers. The language introduced in this paper, ObjNet, has an advantage over Frenetic which is ObjNet is object oriented. Therefore ObjNet can be realized as an introduction to the use of new concepts of network programming languages such as objects and classes and context-oriented network programming languages.

On the router-level, the main idea of NOX is to benefit from callbacks and explicit ideas for data-processing. Load balancer [11] and the work in [9, 10] are examples of applications that use NOX. There are many ways to improve techniques of programming networks such as Maestro [7] and Onix [8], using parallelization and distribution to support high scalability and performance. Energy saving data-movement with power control actions is built on path detection system for mobile ad-hoc networks. The router component of networks is programmable using various platforms such as Open-Flow platform. Examples of other platforms are RouteBricks [37], Shangri-La, Snortran [35] and Bro [36], and FPL-3E [38], Click modular router [34]. The concept in Shangri-La [33] and FPL-3E [38] is to build specific hardware for data-processing using high-level software that does data-processing. In RouteBricks [37], low-level computers are used to boost performance of program actions. As a functional technique, the technique of Click functional router [34], enables programming network systems.

Other parts of program network systems though high-level components are NDLog and NetCore [6]. NetCore is built on an elusive view of the complete network. NDLog is built in a completely distributed fashion. NDLog [30, 31], which extended Datalog, was introduced to fix and program code techniques of routing [29], huge networks, and approaches like index tables of parallel systems. ObjNet (presented in this paper), NDLog, and Frenetic are seen as high-level network programming languages. Although NDLog main concern is completely networks and routing protocols, Frenetic in a functional style and ObjNet in an object-oriented style treat and implement data processing such as changing header parts. Hence ObjNet equips a network administrator with a complete view of the network system unlike what is possible in NDLog and Frenetic. This is so because a program in NDLog is a unique query that is executed on every switch of the network. One advantage of network programming languages (ObjNet) is saving switch energy.

Static semantics of ObjNet have many potential network applications. The K-random algorithm in ad hoc networks using static semantic packet duplication [1] is verifiable using static semantics. The verification of static information retrieval in P2P networks is done via static semantics platform [2]. Static configurations of networked systems can be done via static semantic having the style of interoperability framework [3] such as those presented in this paper. Spreading activation with latching statics can be done in attractor networks via automatic static semantic similar to that presented this paper.

The system in [30] treats software routers in the style of Linux kernel code. In order to detect intrusions and preserve network security, Bro [36] and Snortran [35] provides tools for coding modifying strategies and robust data-filtering. ObjNet, the language presented in this paper, has the advantage over all the related languages that ObjNet does not focus on controlling a single device. This overcomes a common disadvantage of most similar network languages.

3. ObjNet: Object-Oriented Programming Language for Networks

For SDN networks, this section introduces the structure and a static-precise semantics of ObjNet, a high-level object-oriented programming language. The language uses the switch-controller technique. Figure 1 presents the constructs of ObjNet.

A program in ObjNet is a sequence of class definitions and classes of queries followed by set of commands. The output of every query is an object of an event class containing a set of values. The event class is not utilized in any previous programming language of networks including Frenetic. This is so as an event in Frenetic is composed of an infinite set of packets. An event output (values of of class objects) could be a packet, an integer, a triple of a Boolean value, a switch ID, and a switch ID, or a pair of two values. Each event is supposed to belong to a class object. In this paper, the emphasize is on the details of implementing statements using the object-oriented programming concepts.
4. ObjNet Semantics

The presented semantics is operational. The query component of a network language is useful for providing an up-to-date status of the network. ObjNet queries are composed classes of statements for treating packets by

1. collecting using header fields values,
2. diving data using arrival time or header fields values,
3. filtering data content of the network using a specific pattern,
4. abbreviating outputs of other queries, and
5. concluding outputs in terms of number or size of packets.

There are many operations that may be applied by a specific device on a specific packet such as ObjSendall, ObjSendcontroller, ObjSendout, or ObjChange(Obj o). The operation ObjSendcontroller sends a message to the controller to manage it. The operation ObjSendall forwards the data to all other devices. The operation ObjSendout forwards the data the switch via a specific port. The operation ObjChange(Obj o,n) changes the header field of packets that were under the actions of the object o to a new value n. A rule according to our proposed semantics is a ObjShape associated with an ObjOperation where the ObjShape is a specification that precisely illustrates a group of packets and an ObjOperation is the operation to be applied on elements of packets group. Actions are hosted by tables (called action tables) of switches. ObjIntial-rule stands for an initial setting for rules of flow tables controlling switches.

A configuration in the semantics of ObjNet has many components. The first component is a list of the class objects defined and used at this execution state of the program. The second component expresses the current contents of program variables and therefore could be a function from the set of program variables to the collection of class objects, events, and rule lists. It is worth noting that ObjNet variables may host class objects of events or rule lists. A third component of a configuration is the current values of switches flow tables. This last component can be expressed as a function from device IDs to rule tables. A fourth component of the configuration is an initial setting for flow tables of switches which have not been certified yet.

ObjNet has several types of statements. The statement class C O defines an object O of a class of C. The statement O.Addrules adds the switch rules hosted in the object O to the store of rules initially specified. The added rules are associated with switches but not adapted for application yet. The statement O.ObjRegister (Obj x) treats the action of register rules of the object O into the object x. This will result in truing the rules x permanent upon adding them to the tables of switches. The command O.ObjSend (Obj x) sends certain messages for certain actions provided by the events if the object o. Similar explanations illustrate other constructs of ObjNet.
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